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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS:

o The paper consists of 12 questions.
o The paper is divided into 4 sec{ions: A,B,C and D.
r ln part A Question No. 1-3 carrying 2 Marks each. Ansvrer should not exceed 40 wordse ln part B Question No. 4-6 carrying 3 Marks each. Answer should not exceed from 80

words.
r ln parl c Question No. 7-10 carrying 4 marks each. Answer shourd not exceed 120

words.
ln part D ( case study) question No 11 and 12 carrying 2 marks each. Answer should not

o

exceed 40 words.

PART.A (VERY SHORTANSWER TYPE OUESTIONS )

Q1. Write the Difference between centration and egocentrism .

Q2. ( a) Explain any two binocular cues.
OR

(b) Explain any two Monocular cues. z

2

Q3. Explain internal faclors affecting selective attention using examples. 2

PART -B ( SHORTANSWER TYPE I QUESTIONS )

Q4. DistirEuish between generarization and discriminarion using exampres. 3

Q5. Reflect on some of the major concems faced by adolescents . 3

Q6. (a) Discuss three phases of skill acquisition presented by Fitts.
OR

(b) List down the six major symptoms to identify chirdren with reaming disabirity. 3

PART-C ( SHORTANSWER TYPE II OUESTIONS )

Q7.(a) Define lllusions and explains its types.
OR

(b) 'The gestart psychorogists have given us severar raws to exprain how and why differentstimuri in our visuar fierd are organised into meaningfur whote objects., Explain any four raws



Q9. A good
supports it .

Q8. (a) what are the challenges faced by individuals on entry to adulthood ?
OR

(b) Explain Bronfenbrenner,s contextual view of development.

role moder is very important for a growing up child. Discuss the kind of rearning that

Q10. Suggest various mnemonics techniques to improve your own memory . 4

PART-D(CASESTUDY)

Ql1. Explain chunking as a control process.2

Q12. Define elaboralive rehearsals. 2

Atkinson and shiffrin propose the.notion of contror processes. AI the information which oursenses receive are not registered. onry that information which is attended to enters the sTMfrom sensory register. whereas, on the other hand, sense impressions, which donot receiveattention, fade away quickly.


